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Matthew Landrie examines the product of a ‘clock reaction’, part of the chemistry demonstration by Ken
Schroeder and Dave McKinnon, at Open House. Matthew is a Grade 4 student from Dallas Elementary
School, who comes to every Open House to help us. Because he is so interested in science, and he is so reliable,
Gordon Gore has made Matthew his new ‘main helper’ for the Light and Colour Show. Thank you, Matthew!

Open House Photos Pages 5 to 8

KTTA Workshop Photos Pages 9 to 10
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February Open House

Editor’s Observations

February Open House included some new features this time. Students
from South Kamloops Secondary School ran popular demonstration
booths in the gymnasium, featuring a wide variety of living (and once-
living) things. Domenic Comita, science and biology teacher at SKSS
brought some of his top science students as well as classroom critters.
Joanne Nicklas from David Thompson Elementary helped with the
biology demonstrations as well. All these people spent the whole day in
the gymnasium, but the students with whom I spoke were very happy to be
at the Open House. The gymnasium also featured representatives from the
Kamloops Exploration Group, Telus, Applied Science Technologists
and Technicians of British Columbia, and the City of Kamloops, all of
whom had educational displays where young people and adults could learn
about their services.

Attendance was quite low this time (320 visitors), despite the fact
the displays and shows were all top caliber. The Chemistry Show worked
very well in a classroom setting. Everyone could see what was happening
anywhere in the room and demonstrators Ken Schroeder and Dave
McKinnon were able to engage a large number of young volunteers from
the audience. Both said they preferred the smaller setting. The Light and
Colour show was a success, with two out of three shows ‘full house’, one
about 2/3 full. Future PhD Matthew Landrie, a Grade 4 student from
Dallas Elementary, did a great job of assisting Gordon Gore, and will
have a regular job at future Open Houses if he wants it. The Physics of
Sound Show by Gord Stewart and Eric Wiebe was enjoyed by many
visitors in the gymnasium.

An Open House is a very labour-intensive exercise. This Open
House involved fewer of our regular volunteers than usual, and a small
number of people did a great deal of work. Attendance was disappointing,
although we did all the usual preparations and advertising. We had great
support from radio and television. Kamloops This Week ran a great
feature the day before Open House that would grab anyone’s attention.
Every school in the district was informed well in advance, and many
mentioned Open House in their newsletters to parents. It may be that we
have had so many Open Houses that people think there is nothing new to
see (which is not true). Perhaps the BIG Little Science Centre should
have only one Open House a year in future years?

Thanks to everyone who helped this time: All the demonstrators,
mentioned above, all those adults and students who helped supervise the
Hands-on Rooms, people who looked after admissions, parents who
handled the concession, student photographers Doug Perry and Dean
Osborne, and all those who set up booths in the gymnasium. We cannot
run a successful Open House without your help.

Missing Laser Pointer: A green laser pointer went missing
from the Light and Colour Room at the BIG Little Science
Centre sometime in late 2007. These green laser pointers are
very expensive, and are rarely seen locally. If you have seen
anyone using a green laser pointer outside of the BIG Little
Science Centre, please ask politely where he or she obtained it.
Thanks for your help. Phone 250 579 5722 if you have
information.
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Charles Darwin (1809-1882): Known as ‘Gas’ Darwin in School,

Uninterested in the Classics, He Ended up in Westminster Abbey.
Dr. C. J. (Kip) Anastasiou

Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Education, University of British Columbia

As a child Charles Darwin, although an avid

collector, showed little interest in school learning.

Even when he was staying at the school dorms, he

would run to his nearby home just to get away from

the school atmosphere. He had little interest in the

classics, which formed the core of the curriculum at

the time. Later when he needed the classics for his

university studies, he found little that he

remembered from his secondary education. When he

reached the age of 16, his father found that he was a

very moderate student. Dr. Robert was concerned

about Charles’ future and after taking young Charles

on his rounds, decided he might make a doctor.

After some influence peddling, Charles

joined his brother Erasmus (not his granddaddy

Erasmus!) at med school in Edinburgh. (Good idea:

when your kid is having difficulty in high school,

just send him off to med school!) Charles was

alternately horrified at the pre-anesthetic operations

and bored in the long-winded lectures, both of which

he ceased attending. Instead, he spent his time

investigating inter-tidal natural history, reading and

attending club meetings. He also learned to prepare

study skins of the birds and animals he loved to

shoot. He was having a good time. When his doctor

dad found out, he sent him off to Cambridge to get a

degree to become a country parson. Again, natural

history claimed his time, now collecting beetles and

walking with the professor of botany, John Stevens

Henslow, still learning about natural history. He

made it, graduated and in the following summer

made an extended geologizing trip with the famed

geologist, Adam Sedgewick. Presto! He was now a

serious geologist!

All this training in natural history made

Darwin the obvious choice to accompany Captain

Fitzroy as a gentleman naturalist on the voyage of

the Beagle. Of the five-year voyage, Darwin spent

over 3 years hiking, climbing and riding mostly in

southern South America. He geologized and

collected everything geological, and anything that

moved, or showed any other signs of life.

Thousands of specimens were sent back to England

including some very interesting fossils.

On his return from the long voyage, Darwin

had the time consuming job of getting good people

to work on the mass of collections. He succeeded

incredibly well and went on to write a book

explaining how coral atolls are formed, which still

holds today.

Even on the voyage, he was thinking about

that ‘mystery of mysteries’: how species are

formed. When he confided his interest to one of his

colleagues, he was asked how he could possibly

understand species when he had not studied any.

His reply came with eight long years studying,

classifying and publishing four large volumes on the

barnacles of the world. Now no one could possibly

accuse him of not understanding species!

All the while, he was busy testing and

expanding his ideas about species and how they

change over time. However, he was also busy in

many other directions in biology as well. Most

people don’t realize that he published wonderful

and extensive books on the expressions and

emotions in man and animals, movement and habits

of climbing plants, effects of cross and self

fertilization in plants, orchids and their complicated

manner of fertilization, different forms of flowers on

plants of the same species and,,, just before he died,

a delightful volume on earthworms and how they

enrich the soil!

Oh,yes! He also completed his work on

species in the book, though he worked over 20 years

to do it, “On the Origin of Species by Means of

Natural Selection”, providing the field of biology

one of its most fundamental principles: evolution.
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Science Fun for Your Family
A Bit of a Stretch!

What You Need: 1 thick rubber band, at least 10 cm long

What to Do

1. Hold a clean, relaxed, thick rubber band against your upper lip. Feel its temperature.
2. Stretch the rubber band as far as it can safely go, and keep it stretched as you hold it against your upper lip. Feel the
temperature again.

3. Relax the rubber band, still holding it against your upper lip. Feel its temperature again.

The rubber band warms up when you stretch it. You do work on the rubber band to make it stretch. Some of the energy
you put into stretching the rubber band appears as thermal energy, so you observe a rise in temperature. When you allow
the rubber band to relax, the work done by the band's elastic force uses some of the internal energy of the rubber band, and
you observe a decrease in temperature.

Check this Out! Hang a long rubber band from a suitable support. Hang a small mass on the end so that the rubber band
is moderately stretched. Measure the length of the rubber band. Now, predict what will happen to the length of the rubber
band if you warm the band using a hair drier. Test your prediction!

Ehren Stillman Cartoon
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Photographs of Open House February 2008

Gordon Gore Photo

Cheerful Greeters
Visitors to February Open House were greeted with smiles from Vanessa Tonn and Howard Grieve.

Doug Perry Photo Gordon Gore Photo Dean Osborne Photo
Left: Gordon Gore with his new sidekick for the Light and Colour Show, Matthew Landrie. Matthew is in Grade 4 at
Dallas Elementary School, and he comes to every Open House just to help Mr. Gore. Thanks, Matthew!
Middle: Doug Perry came from Lillooet to help us out at Open House. Here he is seen with a crawly friend he made at
Open House.
Right: Dean Osborne took this photo of his cousin, Lyssa Martin, with the friendly snake.
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Gymnasium Activities

Left: SKSS Science StudentsMatt Chenuz,Mariah Williamson, Ariga Avanessian and Lucas O’Fee.
Right: Taylor Rae with a friend.
Below: Some friendly visitors with the ‘Bearded Dragon’, Joanne Nicklas and Dom Comita, and a Virus Display.
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Left: Lyle Killough representing ASTTBC. Right: Rick Perszon, representing Telus.

Left: Robin Whitaker and Stephanie McQueen, representing Kamloops Exploration Group.
Right: Anthony Walters, representing ASTTBC.

Left: Jaimi Garbutt, City of Kamloops Right: Glenn Farrow, City of Kamloops
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Science Shows

Gord Stewart and Eric Wiebe presented three demonstrations on the Physics of Sound, in the gymnasium.

Ken Schroeder tests for hydrogen, while Dave McKinnon tests for oxygen.

Left: Caelan Spurway of Kay Bingham Elementary observes a clock reaction, while Amaya Derkson of Bert
Edwards Science and Technology School watches the ammonia fountain reaction at the Chemistry Show.
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BIG Little Science Centre Workshops for the KTTA
The BIG Little Science Centre presented two workshops on Friday February 22. In the morning, Gordon Gore’s
Light and Colour workshop for intermediate and junior secondary school teachers had 10 keen participants, and in the
afternoon, Adele Stapleton’s Matter workshop for primary students had 16 teachers trying out ideas for teaching
elementary chemistry. Thanks for valuable and much needed help from Director Eric Wiebe and from Crystal
Cardoso, a new volunteer from TRU! Gord Stewart also helped with Joanne Nicklas’s session on Marine Life in the
Classroom.

Left: Eric Rustand andMark Jurista reflect on multiple images in mirrors.
Right: David Coleman and son Hunter use a round flask full of water as a lens, to form an image of a candle flame.

Left: Eric Wiebe provides assistance to Lisa Galloway and Jennifer Ernst.
Right: Allison Zirnhelt experiments with mirrors.

Left: Sharon Hrycan examines her experiment. Right: Vicki Rota and Debbie Newman compare notes.
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Left: Doug Shaw inspects some of his work in the Matter lab.
Right: Allison Zirnhelt and Rhiannon Evans examine results of the density experiment.

Gordon Gore Photo

Moonrise and Lunar Eclipse as Seen in Westsyde, February 20 2008

Third Invitational Science Day Camp
Notice to School Administrators and Teachers

A Third Invitational Science Day Camp is planned forMay 5, 2008. As of now, there are 14 open spots. Heffley Creek
Elementary reserved 4 places a long time ago, and Parkcrest Elementary has reserved 2 spots. Preference will be given to
schools that submit lists of specific names first. We ask that if students decide not to come, please provide advance notice
so that substitutions can be made. Many keen science students want to attend these camps.


